TUESDAY NIGHT – SENIOR GRADE
Players to be seated by 7:20pm
Partner Finder: Pat McKee 358 8344
CLUB PAIRS 12 night competition
A minimum of 9 nights must be played with the same partner to
qualify. All nights played with your partner are counted.
INDIVIDUAL EVENTS
Miss Cocks Trophy, Gasson Cup (handicap), President’s
Trophy & Joan North Trophy:
To qualify, a player must play with a different partner for each
night of the event.
Howell Ladder: (Marie Wilks Trophy)
This trophy is awarded to the player, having at least 10 qualifying
scores, with the highest average. All scores count.
PAIRS EVENTS
Mollie Joyce Trophy (handicap), Reid Cup, Daphne Joyce
Memorial, Maurice Enright Memorial & Hilary Bishop Trophy:
To qualify a pair must play together for all the nights of the event.
Note: A different partner may be used in each event
BUTLER PAIRS (handicap)
Players must enter as a pair for all three nights, although one
substitute will be permitted.

ANN OAKLEY TEAMS
Players must enter as a team and 2 substitutes will be permitted.
A person may NOT play as a substitute for more than one team or
pair in this event.
DAVE PUTT TROPHY:
This is awarded to the person with the highest average
percentage over the whole year, subject to the same conditions as
the Individual Championship (see below). The player must not
have won any other Senior competition.
INDIVIDUAL CHAMPIONSHIP:
The Individual champion shall be the person with the highest
average percentage over the whole year with the exception of the
Teams and Butler Pairs. A minimum of 75% of the available
nights must be played and each player must have a minimum of 3
partners throughout the year.
FIRST YEAR SENIOR COMPETITION:
Awarded to the person(s) newly-promoted to the Senior Grade. A
minimum of 75% of the available nights must be played. The
winner(s) will be the person(s) with the highest average over the
whole year. It is not compulsory to change partners to qualify.
Competition excludes the Teams and Butler Pairs.
All qualifying rounds must be played with a partner from the same
or the next lower grade of Crockfords club.

